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From me and all of SST a warm welcome to this exciting,
essential programme.

Karl asked me to set the scene, building on what he has
provided, Illustrate the relationship
between Norway and SST, particularly through the
African Marine Waste Network Programme.

The issues are so big that no organization & no country
working alone can win the battle against plastics and
climate change. We in South Africa are so proud to be

associated with Norway.



I give a quick glimpse at some of the teasers that underscore the need to 
exchange ideas, develop understanding, learn about one another and open 
doors to long-term collaborative research and education programmes and, 
importantly, long-term solid friendships. 

Today’s students are tomorrow’s leaders and friendships created now will 
serve us all well when leaders later understand each other.





While the problems may 
be the same in name, 
they are very different in 
reality.
Our cultures, societies, 
circumstances are so 
different that almost 
certainly, the way in 
which we in Africa need 
to solve the problems will 
very seldom work in 
Norway.
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I have chosen examples from the AMWN project: Towards Zero 

Plastics to the Seas of Africa, which is primarily funded by Norwegian 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs. We also work with NTNU and Grid- Arendal.

• Value, role and impact  of research

• Value , role and impact of education

• Value, role and impact of economic approaches

• Value, role and impact of networking, film, websites, artwork and 

conferences.

All of these lead to development of national and regional action plans 

and contribute to policy development and change.



Research

Many people in industry, civil society and the media say the problems 

are so big and so urgent, we know enough, its time to abandon 

research and get out there and get things done.

• Research and action need to be interlinked.

• Research provides the knowledge and data 

that steers action, then measures and

monitors progress.. 



An obvious starting point is to ask the questions:

• Where are we now? 

• Where do we want to be?

• How to get there? 



An obvious starting point is to ask the questions:

• Where are we now? This provides the measurable baseline

• Where do we want to be? This sets the target and vision.

• How to get there? This defines the action plan/strategy.





Towards Zero Plastics to the Seas of Africa
Must have measurable baseline against which to measure progress.

Two main sources in Africa.

1) New plastics being used and discarded into the environment and

2) plastics already in the environment.

That means we need two strategies, 

a) stop everyone from adding unmanaged plastics to the natural environment 
from their homes, offices, schools, campuses, recreational areas and so 
forth and

b) encouraging everyone to help cleaning what is in the environment already.
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• Towards Zero plastics gives focus and measurements. 

• If we add date then sense of urgency added to direction



Knowledge generation
harmonizing and sharing across countries
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Value , role and impact of education

Contributions from experts to serve

multiple needs, set standards  and 

guide curricula



Interactive content

Downloadable education 
content

Accredited courses

Forums

Young leaders and expert 
exchange programme

Webinars

African Waste Academy



Launch of 

African 

Youth 

Network





Value, role and impact of economic approaches

Less than 20% of plastics are recycled globally,
and according to Africa Waste Management Outlook, only 
4%  is recycled in Africa.
Why is this?

But some parts of Africa are
successful. Suggests 
others are at zero recycling!
Why?
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• Waste blindness, need incentive,
but incentive requires enterprises as
if no market, why bother.

• Waste collectors/retrievers in South
Africa between 60 to 90 000, they
perform huge service, save country
millions annually and are rewarded
very little. Also vulnerable to
fluctuations in oil price and global
economies and recently COVID.

• But Norway does not recycle either,
it exports which is wise if that is more
cost-effective as population of five
million may not provide the volumes
to warrant the investment in recycling
factories. Photo Courtesy Douw Steyn 





Factories are massive capital investments requiring 
huge volumes of plastic waste to justify investment





• In Norway, makes sense to 
collect plastics from the 
seas and to also focus 
quite extensively on 
microplastics.

• In Africa focus must be on 
macro plastic and on land.



Sustainability & Poverty Alleviation through Education

African Marine Waste Network Conference 

towards zero plastics to the seas of Africa

SANO at can report 
on its achievements
25th to 29th April 2022, 
only 14 months away



Many thanks
Dr Tony Ribbink | CEO of Sustainable Seas Trust

Sustainability & Poverty Alleviation through Education

26th January 2021

Norwegian Retailers
Environment Fund

SST Team & 
Film Unit 


